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The random logic silicon compiler (named Nebula) developed translates a

transistor net-list specification of a circuit into an integrated circuit (IC) layout. The

IC layouts generated by the present version of the compiler require approximately

2.8 times as much IC silicon area as a human-designed layout of the same circuit.

The compiler consists of three sections: the layout optimÞation module (LOM),

the layout database manager (LDM), and the high level layout module (HLLM). The

layout optimization module uses a hierarchical clustering algorithm to find an

arrangement of the transistors in the net-list which results in an efficient layout.

The layout database manager performs all layout operations and maintains all infor-
mation about the present state of the layout, and the high level layout module super-

vises the layout process.

To accommodate the rapid changes occurring in IC fabrication technology, the

Nebula compiler was designed to allow easy adaptation to new IC fabrication
processes. Many fabrication process changes simply require the modification of six

technology description files used by the compiler. The present version of the com-

piler is intended for a single-metal CMOS process. Future extensions to other fabri-

cation technologies are anticipated.

The Nebula compiler currently uses a one-dimensional layout architecture; as a

result the layouts tend to be long and narrow. Future versions of the compiler will
utilize a two-dimensional layout scheme, which will further improve layout quality.
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CReapÉen 3.: KxrÉrodsecÊñoxa

Integrated circuit (IC) complexity has been doubling every year; this implies

that each year it is possible to put twice as many transistors on a single IC. The

advance of fabrication technology has been going on at this rate for the past t\¡/o

decades. In the mid 1960's the number of transistors that could be placed on a single

IC was limited to about 16, while today the most complex circuits contain from

500000 to 1@0Off transistors (see figure 1). This phenomenal advance in semicon-

ductor technology caused the computer revolution of the 1970's and 1980's.

Figure 1. Growth of IC complexitylal

transistors 16000
per IC
(thousands)

1000

t970 r97s 1980 1985 1990

year

One remarkable aspect of this industry, which has been synonymous with

change and advance, is something which has remained fundamentally unchanged for

the past two decades: the methodology that is used to specify, or design, the contents

of an IC. Certainly there have been enormous advances in the equipment that is
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used in the design process. Pencil and paper have given way to sophisticated

computer-based color graphics workstations. However, until recently, the worksta-

tions have been used as a "better pencil and paper"; the computers were used to

improve the productivity of the human designer without changing the basic IC design

approach.

By the beginning of this decade it was becoming obvious to industry and univer-

sity experts that the old approach to circuit design was being overwhelmed by the

challenge of designing IC's with hundreds of thousands of transistors. The design

cost of an IC is approximately proportional to the number of transistors it contains;

thus the cost of designing a state of the art IC has been doubling every year.

Presently it costs tens of millions of dollars to design a single complex IC when tradi-

tional IC design techniques are employed. As a result of this enormous design cost,

the state of the art IC technology has only been applied to designs such as micropro-

cessors and memories, which have a huge production volume over which the design

cost may be amortized.

The enormous cost of IC design using traditional methods precludes the use of

advanced fabrication technology for more specialized applications, where the total

production volume might be a few hundred, or at most a few thousand IC's. The

design of specialized low production volume IC's is now being addressed by new,

radically different approaches to IC design. Typically these new desigu methodolo-

gies are heavily dependent upon computer processing power; in other words

significant portions of the design effort are being shifted from the human designer to

the computer. These new design techniques are fundamentally different from the

traditional one, where the computer was relegated to the ¡ole of the "better pencil

and paper".

The principal advantage of the new, highly automated IC design approaches is

that the desigu cost is cut drastically; what would have taken many man-months

using traditional IC layout techniques may be accomplished in only a few hours of

computer time. As well, the computer generated design is less likely to contain

errors which will result in a non-functional circuit. The price that is paid for these

advantages is twofold: the computer designed circuit will occupy more silicon area

because the layout will not be as clever as a human designed circuit, and secondly

the resulting circuit will tend to have a lower maximum operating speed, again

because the computer has a tendency to design less well than a human designer.

However, neither of tbese problems outweigh the advantages of this method for the

design of specialized, low production volume ICs.
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The major criticism of computer designed ICs is that they require too much sili-

con area, as compared to a functionally identical human IC design. This argument is

fallacious. As mentioned previously, IC complexity, or the number of components

that may be placed on a single IC, has been doubling every year, as has the cost of

designing the circuit to All the expanding silicon area. However, the cost of

manufacturing the IC, excluding design costs, has remained roughly constant for

many years. The result is that the manufacturing cost per transistor has fallen drasti-

cally in the last decade, since the manufacturing cost per IC has remained roughly

constant and the number of transistors per IC has increased a hundred-fold. This

argument shows that highly automated area inefficient IC design will become more

and more widespread as integfation density continues to increase. An area penalty

of two or four is equivalent to designing using the leading edge technology of one or

t\ro years earlier.

Interestingly, the design time of a large IC using traditional design methods is

also one or t\¡/o years; this implies that regardless of the design approach employed,

the IC will be one to tv/o years behind the leading edge of technology by the time it '

is ready for use. 'When viewed in this light, the penalty due to increased IC area

required when automated layout is employed is no longer so dramatic. An addi-

tional advantage of automated layout is that the IC is ready for use much sooner

than is possible when conventional design techniques are employed. For these rea-

sons highly automated IC design is the key to exploiting ever improving fabrication

technology for specialized, limited volume applications.

3..1. AuÊox¡rated XC desügn appx'oaches

Myriad approaches to highly automated IC design have been explored; to date

no single methodology has emerged which is clearly superior to its competitors. As a

result, this is currently a field of active research. Some approaches are only modest

departures from traditional labour intensive design, while others attempt to keep

human intervention to an absolute minimum. Examples of the former include stan-

dard cell layout and the designer's assistant expert system approaches to IC design t4.

The latter category is typified by what is referred to as a silicon compiler, a computer

program which takes a high level specification of an IC and generates the silicon lay-

out, with limited human intervention trl't4l'[5]'[12]'t171. Each of these design methods has
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some merit; the choice of one over the other depends on the particular application

that the designer must address. The following sections will give an overview of the

competing approaches, with particular emphasis on the methods that a¡e closest to

the approach developed as part of this thesis work.

Figure 2. Design methodologíes

approach advantages disadvantages comments

traditional

standard cell

expert system

silicon compiler

compact, fast IC

lower design cost
than traditional

shorter design time,
good quality design

very short design time

design very costly

lower speed, less
compact, restrictive

complex software

inefficient layout,
complex software

most commonly used
IC design technique

commonly used for
medium sized designs

research area

research area, many
variations

1.1..1" .A,ppx"oaches which ñmprove efficÍency of humam desígner

The basic precept of this methodology is that the human designer's participation

is paramount at all stages of the design process; as a consequence the contribution of
the computer to the desiga process is relatively small. As with the traditional tech-

niques discussed previously, these approaches are quite labour intensive.

Standard cell design

Standard cell design involves the placement of previously defined standard cells.

Each cell is a block of circuitry that was created by a human designer using tradi-

tional layout techniques. Examples of typical cells include simple logic functions,

such as NAND and NOR gates, and also more complex cells, such as flíp-f lops and

adders. The reason tbat these cells are referred lo as standard cells is that they must
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conform to a rigid set of guidelines, including restrictions on the height and width of

the cell, where input and output connections can be made, and so on. The teason

for the set of rigid cell design rules is that these restrictions simplify the task of the

computer program which is used to create the interconnections between the cells,

according to the specifications set forth by the human designer.

The advantage of standa¡d cell design is that once a library of standard cells has

been created, relatively little designer effort is required to design an IC, since com-

puter software is used to do the interconnection, or wiring, between the standard

cells which comprise the design. The principal difficulty with standard cell design is

that it is not suitable for a broad range of applications. Further, standard cell design

is probably not suitable for very large scale integration (VLSI), because of the rigid

constraints involved in the design process. For example, a typical standard cell

design system restricts the placement of cells to ro\rs, with the inter-row space serv-

ing as a wiring chønnel, where the wires which connect the cells are placed. As a
consequence of this restrictive layout methodology, standard cell design is not

appropriate for VLSI applications.

Standard cell IC design has become commonplace in the last decade and has

been accepted as a good approach for medium volume, moderate complexity IC

desigu.

Expert system IC design

Expert system IC design may be viewed as the next logical step in the evolution

of traditional design methods. The basic principle is to further improve the produc-

tivity of the human designer by applying artificial intelligence expert systems con-

cepts to IC development. An expert system is a computer software system which has

knowledge in a limited and application specific discipline. Thus, an IC design expert

system attempts to mimic the expert IC designer t7). An expert system IC design

workstation should allow, at least in theory, a less experienced designer to achieve

results whicb previously required an expert with many years of experience. The

expert system could make suggestions to improve design, and warn the designer if
the choices he is making are in some way contradictory. An expert using this type of

"designer's assistant" would also benefit, since the software expert system would con-

tinually check the countless details of the design process. Generally, a well

-5-



constructed expert system will improve productivity and reduce

designer error.

Expert system IC design has been making modest inroads into

recent years. However, this field is by no means mature. Substantial

is still required before systems are developed that are suitable for
design.

the chance of

the market in

research effort

large scale IC

n"1,2. Efighly arntomated [C design

This approach is a radical departure from conventional IC design, insofar as the

human designer is being replaced by a computer and the associated softwa¡e. Ideally

the only human input required in the design of a new IC using this approach is at a
very high level; typically the human designer would specify the function of the cir-

cuit. This functíonal specification is then translated into an IC design, without

further human intervention. The process of translating from the functional

specification to an IC design is referred to as si/icon compílation and the software that

performs the tfanslation is called a silícon compíler. The term compiler stems from

the rough analogy between computer software compilers and the IC function to lay-

out translator. In both cases a high level language, or description, is translated into
a low-level form.

In spite of the superûcial similarities between the processes of softwa¡e compila-

tion and silicon compilation, the task of the silicon compiler is far more challenging.

A silicon compiler must deal with the physical placement of the components which

comprise the design. The software compiler does not have an analogous optimization

task to perform. Because silicon compilation is very significantly different than

software compilation it is currently an area of very active research. The computer

program written as part of the thesis addresses a specific aspect of the silicon compi-

lation process.

The first step in discussing silicon compilation it to define what is and what is

not a silicon compiler. For the purposes of this discussion, a silicon compiler will be

defined as follows:

A silicon compiler is a software system which takes a description of a cir-
cuit that has little or no information about the appropriate physical loca-
tion of the objects which comprise the design and translates it into a

-6-



physical layout suitable for fabrication, with little or no human interven-
tion.

This deûnition is deliberately vague so that it encompasses all software systems which

could conceivablely be considered silicon compilers. The difficulty is that this

definition includes such a wide variety of IC design tools that sub-categories must be

created. The arcane arguments as to what properties a true silicon compiler must

possess will not be considered here.

Three categories of silicon compilers will be discussed in the following sections.

Again there are many possible subdivisions, other than the ones chosen; however

these three give a fair impression of the diversity of approaches to silicon compila-

tion currently under investigation. The three categories are: the data path compiler,

the special purpose compiler, and the random logic compiler. Each approach is suit-

able for certain applications. Some compilers presently under development employ a

combination of these three methodologies. Examples will be used in the following

sections to compafe and contrast the features of these three approaches.

The data path compiler

Generally, to deal with the enormous complexity of unconstrained IC layout,

silicon compilers are limited to a particular implementation strategy, o1 tørget archí-

tecture. The target architecture of a typical data path silicon compiler, the MacPitts

compiler by Siskind, Southard and Crouc¡ [tzl, is shown in figure 3. A competing

data path compiler, Apollon tal, employs a similar architecture.
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Figure 3. Target architecture of the MacPitts datø path compiler

This a¡chitecture is similar to that of many general-purpose microprocessor ICs. As

a result the range of applications for which the MacPitts compiler and its competitors

are suitable is quite broad" However regardless of the application, the general struc-

ture of the IC will follow the architecture of ûgure 3.

Input to the MacPitts compiler is in a high level LISP-like language. The circuit
behavior is described in terms of data path register operations, such as addition and

subtraction. As well, condition tests may be used to control the operation of the IC.
Another feature of the MacPitts compiler allows the designer to specify which opera-

tions are to be performed concurrently; thus the performance of the IC may be

improved at the expense of additional silicon area.

The layout generated by MacPitts consists of two sections: the data path and the

control section. The data path consists of adders, registers and other simila¡ circui-
try. The circuitry in the data path is constructed from single bit \¡/ide adders, regis-

ters, etc. joined together to form a complete circuit which is one binary word wide.

The single bit building blocks are called organelles. Their structure must be specified

by a human designer before the compiler can be used. However, many applications

require the same set of organelles, so once a comprehensive library has been created

no further human intervention is required. The control portion of the design is

implemented using the Weinberger [t6l array design technique.

IC layout tests \¡/ith an early version of the MacPitts compiler have been

encouraging, even though the resulting design occupied ten times the silicon area

required by a comparable circuit designed using traditionai IC design techniques t3l.

data path
(registers, adders, etc.)

control circuitry
(random logic)

control input and output
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In one case the total design time was reduced from six man-months to'five man-days.

MacPitts and its competitors show considerable promise for implementing algo-

rithms that can be represented as a data path with control circuitry, especially for

low production volume applications.

Specialized silicon compilers

The data path architecture presented above is suitable for a fairly wide range of
applications. Other silicon compilers restrict their architecture to a greater degree;

as a result the compiler software is suitable for a very restrictive set of applications,

but the design quatity is improved. The FIRST ttl (fast implementation of real-time

signal transforms) compiler is restricted to digital signal processing (DSP) applica-

tions. FIRST uses bit-serial operations to implement DSP functions. DSP applica-

tions do not require conditional connection of points within the circuit, so FIRST

does not implement this feature, whereas the more general architecture implemented

by MacPitts does require conditionals. Specialization enables the FIRST silicon com-

piler to outperform the MacPitts compiler for the limited set of problems for which

it is suitable. This rule appears to be quite general; more specialized compilers tend

to generate superior layouts in their particular ûeld. Thus there is a tradeoff

between the number of applications for which a compiler is suitable and the

efficiency of the resulting layout.

Random logic compiler

A third variation on automated IC layout, the random logic compiler, encom-

passes a wide variety of approaches. This class of automated design software is typi-

cally used to automate the layout of unstructured parts of an IC design. For exam-

ple, a microprocessor architecture typically consists of registers for data storage,

read-only micro-sequencer program memory, and a significant body of unstructured,

or random, control circuitry. The random logic compiler is intended for the latter

aspect of IC design. Several competing approaches have been developed in recent

years; two representative efforts are discussed below.

-9-



Shirakawa s¡ ¡ tttì developed a random logic layout system which traqslates

Boolean logic expressions into an IC layout. The process consists of several steps:

first, the Boolean expressions are minimized to reduce the number of transistors
required to implement the logic function. Secondly, ordering of the transistors is

performed to minimize the silicon area required for interconnection. In this scheme,

the components which comprise the design are placed in a one-dimensional array.
As a result, the IC layouts generated by this program tend to be quite long and nar-
ro\¡/. The last phase of the design procedure consists of wiring the components

together and then compacting the design.

\ilolf et aI t17l have also addressed the random logic compilation problem. The
circuit description required by this compilerl consists of a net-list, instead of the
Boolean functions used by Shirakawa el al, and the circuit layout is not limited to a

one dimensional array. Another significant difference is that this compiler does not
generate the IC layout directly, rather it generates a topological specification of the
layout which includes information about the relative positions of the components

which comprise the design but not their absolute position. The output of this pro-
gram ss¡vss as input to another progrâm, called a compactor, which takes the rela-
tive position information generated by the compiler and uses it to create the IC lay-
out.

Summary

The preceding sections show that there are many approaches to silicon compila-
tion and that there is no single preferred method; the tools employed must be suit-
able for the problem at hand. Figure 4 is a summary of automated layout approaches

and applications for which each is suitable.

1 Tbe compiler developed by V/olf et al is called Dumbo.
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Figure 4. Sílicon compiler variations

data path

special purpose

random logic

MacPitts, Apollon

Nebula (this
work), Dumbo

Category Examples Applications

applications suited to mi-
croprocessor style archi-
tecture

limited to particular ap-
plication

random, or unstructured
Iogic of IC

Comments

fairly general

better layout than data
path in field of specialty

arbitrary circuit layout

9,2. Reseanch work: the Neh¿¡la siåico¡! coxnpi[er

The current version of the Nebula silicon compiler developed as part of this

thesis work best fits into the category of random logic compilers. However, an

attempt has been made whenever possible to design the software in a highly flexible

manner, so that future enhancements may be added which incorporate some of the

concepts of the data path and special purpose silicon compilers.

rWork on this project was begun in February 1985, with the development of gen-

eral design goals. By September a preliminary working version of the compiler had

been completed; October and November were spent improving the program's perfor-

mance. All design, coding and testing was performed by the author.

- 11 -



CRaaptew 2z @venvåew of Ëhe Nehqsåa coxaepåBex'

2.1. Sasic desigxa goa[s

Four fundamental design goals were developed at an early stage in the design pro-

cess:

The compiler should be able to lay out an arbitrary design.

The modules which comprise the compiler should be as independent as

possible.

The compiler should be able to handle different fabrication technologies.

A preliminary working version of the compiler should be ready as soon as

possible.

The first goal, the ability to generate layouts for an arbitrary design, was the

most important consideration. Most of the silicon compilers described in the previ-

ous sections do not have this feature, the only exception being the random logic com-

piler by Wolf et 
^1 

ttzl. A substantial penalty in layout area was anticipated as a

result of this decision. However, a silicon compiler which is suitable for use at a

university requires considerably more flexibility than one used in industry for the

layout of fairly mundane designs. University research involves experimentation with
radical new architectures for which a data path compiler such as MacPitts is inap-

propriate.

A second design consideration was the structure and connectedness of the

modules which make up the compiler. It was established early in the development of
this system that because of the experimental nature of this program, design errors

would occur whicb would require complete redesign of some aspect of the layout

1.

2.

3.

4.

72-



program. To minimize the trauma associated with major shifts in approach after

months of work, the program was deliberately designed as several loosely coupled

parts. As a result major changes affected only one module, thus reducing the work

required to implement new ideas. The loosely coupled structure has one other

advantage; future additions to the compiler may simply involve adding another

module, without major reworking of existing code.

The third design goal was to make the compiler as technology independent as

possible. This is a crucial goal in an industry where more changes occur in one year

than would in a decade in most industries. All the silicon compilers discussed in

chapter 1 already suffer from technological obsolesence, since all are restricted to the

NMOS fabrication process. Newer versions of these compilers may be suitable for a

wider range of fabrication technologies. The current version of Nebula is intended

for a CMOS process with a single level of metal interconnect. This fabrication tech-

nology was chosen because it is the process currently being used at the University of

Manitoba. However the program has been designed in such a way that a switch to

another fabrication technology, such as single-metal NMOS, could be accomplished

with ease. Support of other technologies, including double-metal processes and bipo-

lar technologies is also possible without major program redesign.

The final design constraint \ras the total time available for the completion of

this project. The ûeld of silicon compiler design is by its nature very open-ended.

There is always the possibility of adding one more feature which will improve layout

efficiency or make the program easier to use. Due to time constraints the current

version of Nebula is a minimum system; substantial improvements are planned for

the future. Chapter 6 is a discussion of proposed future development.

2.2" The presemt systerlß: .4,¡r ovenview

The current version of Nebula requires a net-list description of the circuit for

which the layout is to be generated. A net-Iist is a description of how the com-

ponents which comprise the layout, in this case transistors, are interconnected.

There is no information in the input to this program as to what arrangement of the

transistors will result in an efficient layout.

The output of the Nebula compiler is a Caltech Intermediate Form (CIF)

description of the layout, an output format which is widely accepted by fabrication
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facilities. The layout may also be displayed on a color graphics terminal for visual

inspection. The current version of the program consists of three parts:

The layout optimizer module (LOM)

The layout database manager (LDM)

The high level layout module (HLLM)

The layout optimization module takes the net-list description of the circuit and

uses the net-list connection information to establish the appropriate relative locations

of the transistors which comprise the design to minimize wire area in the layout.

The layout database manager is the portion of the program that deals with the

details of the particular technology being used. Information about the spacing

required between objects which make up the design is handled by this part of the

program. Lastly, the high level layout module uses the the other two modules to

perform the actual layout. The inter-relationship between these three modules is

illustrated in figure 5.

Figure 5. Nebula compiler modules

The Nebula random logic compiler was written in the C programming language.

C is well suited to this application and is readily portable to many computer systems.

The current version consists of approximately 14 000 lines of program code and 450

lines describing the CMOS technology being used. Figure 6 is a breakdown of the

code by functional module.

7.

2.

3.

high level layout module
(controls layout operations)

layout optimizer
(finds optimum node order)

orde
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Program Module

layout optimizer module
layout database manager
high level layout module

Lines of code

Figure 6. Nebula program code by module

As these figures indicate, even a modest venture in the automated IC design field

requires a substantial effort. A complete silicon compiler suitable for commercial

use would probably require two to three times this amount of code.

The following chapters will describe in detail the functions of the three modules

which make up the Nebula compiler: chapter 3 deals with layout optimization,

chapter 4 with the layout database manager, and chapter 5 with the high level layout

module.
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Cåeapten 3: K-ayonat optüxartzaÊåoxa

The layout optimization module was the first part of the random logic compiler

to be developed. The reason for this is simple; without an adequate method of ord-

ering the components which make up the design, layout is not possible. The general

problem of finding an optimum arrangement of objects which are interconnected in
some a¡bitrary ìvay is crucial in the automated layout field. Consequently it has been

the subject of a large amount of research activity in the past few yeârs.

Finding the optimum arrangement of interconnected objects has been shown to

be an NP-complete problem t6l. Obviously the brute force approach of trying all possi-

ble arrangements is not feasible. Even a relatively modest problem consisting of 30

components would require the services of all computers on Earth for a period of
time longer than the present age of the Universe, since problem complexity increases

as n factorial, where n is the number of components. Clearly this application

requires an efficient heuristic algorithm which yields reasonable results for intercon-

nections of components that occur in real IC designs.

3.3.. 0¡re-dinßexlsiomaå vensa¡s two-dñ¡¡rexlsåoxra[ pXacernexrt

The first design decision was whether to pursue one-dimensional or two-

dimensional placement optimization. One-dimensional placement involves placing

the components which make up the design in a linear array in an order that minim-

izes some cost function. Intuitively, the optimum arrangement would tend to have

strongly connected components close together in the one-dimensional array. Two-

dimensional placement algorithms also tend to group strongly connected components

together. However, the optimization problem is far more complex, and therefore

computation intensive than the comparable one-dimensional problem, because of the
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extra degree of freedom. Figure 7 illustrates one and two-dimensional placeme¡t.

Figure 7. One-dimensíonal versus lwo-dimensional placement

Although two-dimensional placement is in general superior to one-dimensional

placement, for simplicity the current version of Nebula is restricted to one-

dimensional placement. Future extension to two-dimensional placement is antici-

pated. Two one-dimensional placement algorithms have been implemented: the

Kernighan-Lin partitioning method [1a], and a heuristic clustering method developed

as pÍrrt of this thesis project.

Before these two placement algorithms can be described, some terminology must

be defined:

N et: In the following discussion a net is a set of wires that connects together
all points in a circuit that are supposed to be electrically connected.

Node: A node is any component which is part of the design. A node may
consist of a single transistor, a group of transistors of a group of
groups of transistors.

Figure 8 illustrates these deñnitions.

network before ordering

after 2-D ordering

1.-D ordering
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Figure 8. Nets ønd Nodes

_8 (super-node)

In figure 8, four nets and eight nodes are illustrated. Note that r¡er_,¡ connects

three low-level nodes. In general, a net may connect any number of nodes. The

nodes of figure 8 fall into t\¡/o categories: primitive, or low-level nodes, and

super-nodes which may consist of several primitive nodes, as well as other
super-nodes. Thus the concept of nets and nodes is quite general, and is not

simply a direct representation of the net-list that the program received as input.

The híerarchical clustering method employed in this thesis makes use of the gen-

eralized concept of nets and nodes.

3.2. Kennågham-X,i¡¡ pantítionñng algonñthma

This algorithm was originally used in LGEN [1aì, aD early automated place-

ment program developed by Bell Labs in the United States. The algorithm was

adapted for this application and incorporated into the Nebula compiler. The

basic algorithm is presented in pseudo-code form in figure 9.
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Figure 9. Kernighan-Lin swøpping a[gorithm f or n nodes in node_list

swap _or d er _nod es:

{
divide node_Iist into left and right sides, with nl2 nodes on each side
do

{
copy node_lisr into save_list
i:l
unmark all nodes in node_list
while i 1= nl2

{
find pair of unmarked nodes whose exchange maximizes swap_benef it
set nodeSair egual to pair of nodes found
do trial swap of nodeSair
save nodeltair and swap_benefit in swap_list
mark pair of nodes as swapped
i=i*I
)

copy save_lirt into node_list

find j, such that total-swap-benef ir :f ,nop-n"nef it¡ ísmaximized.
t-l

if. totat_swap_benefit ) 0, perform first j swaps from swap_lisr on node_Iist
) while total_svtap_benetit ) 0

)

The algorithm listed in figure 9 takes a list of n nodes i¡ node_lis¡ and swaps

node pairs from the right and left sides of the list such that swap_benefít is max-

imized. Since this is a one-dimensional ordering of the nodes which comprise

the design, swap_benefi¡ is the net reduction in the number of crossings over the

mid-point, or pivot point, between the left and right sides of node_list. Thus,

two nodes are swapped if this results in a net decrease in the number of wires

crossing the pivot point. Intuitively, the number of wires crossing any point in

the one'dimensional array is a reasonable measure of the quality of a given

order. The algorithm presented in figure 9 must be applied recursively by

further dividing the left and right portions of the list into two, until the number

of wires crossing all points in the linear array have been minimized.

An interesting feature of this algorithm is the trial swap phase, before the

Permanent swap of two nodes is performed. A more straigbtforward algoritbm

would simply evaluate all the possible swaps, and then perform the one that

provides the largest decrease in the number of wires crossing the pivot point.

Exchanging would continue until no further benefit is achieved by swapping tv/o

nodes. The problem with this simplified algorithm is that it tends to "get stuck"

at local minima in the function being optimized. The trial swap is an attempt to
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avoid getting stuck in local minima during the search for the global minimpm.

This algorithm makes intuitive sense, and as a result one would expect it to
do an adequate job of ordering the nodes efficiently. Prelimina¡y tests esta-

blished that this algorithm works well with small problems, where the numbe¡

of nodes is at most a few dozen. However, when a design with 200 nodes was

processed the quality of the ordered node list ,#as no better than that of a ran-

domly ordered list of the same nodes. The precise reason for the algorithm's

failure is rather subtle; it appears that the notion of dividing the nodes into two

arbitrary groups and then swapping the nodes to reduce the number of wire

crossinç between the two groups is not sophisticated enough to untangle a
large intricate netìvork of nodes. The problem of ordering the nodes was finally

solved in the present work by developing a hierarchícal clustering algorithm as

an alternative to the Kernighan-Lin algorithm. The next section describes this

algorithm.

3.3. Flíenarchícaå clusteríng anEorith¡¡l

The hierarchical clustering algorithm attempts to emulate, in a crude way,

the process that a human designer would use to find the optimum order of a

linear array of nodes. The basic principle upon which this algorithm is based is

the following: nodes that are joined by nets that connect to few other nodes

should be kept together in the linear array. Figure 10 illustrates this principle.
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unclustered nodes

n tr n n tr n

Figure 10. Clusteríng of nodes

Application of the clustering heuristic results in the grouping of node_6, node_S

and node-l since each of these nodes is connected to another node by a net with
only two nodes connected to it. Clearly, attempting to cluster the nodes on the
basis of connectionsto net_6, which connects to all six nodes, would be absurd,

since this net must be connected to all six nodes in any case, and must therefore
run the full length of the linear array. The complete algorithm is presented

below.

Figure 11. The hierarchìcsl clustering algorithm

clusrer_order nodes:

{
i= I
while number of nodes ) 1

{
group nodes joined by nets connecting i nodes
combine each node group into one super-node
store new super-nodes at level i
i:i*I
)

while i > 0

{
find optimum order of sub-nodes of nodes at level i
i:i-l
i

)

Figure 11 shows that this optimization scheme consists of two phases: in the
first phase the nodes are grouped into larger and larger groups until all the

-21 -
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nodes have been grouped into one super-node. Note that nodes connected by

local nets, that is nets that are only required by a few nodes, are grouped first,

followed by nodes that require nets that are used more globally, and so on.

After the first phase has been completed, the order of the sub-nodes of
each super-node is optimized. This process begins with the highest level super-

node, and works its way down to the low-level nodes. The reason that phase

two begins at the top is that this results in a global ordering of large blocks of
the design, followed by more localized ordering. The criteria that is used for
ordering the sub-nodes at each level is based upon the layout strategy that is

ultimately to be used to do the wiring between the nodes. Thus the ordering of
the suþnodes may be considered optimal in a limited sense.

3.4. Comrpanåso¡¡ of påacernexìt algonithms

Tests on designs ranging in size from 4 to 600 transistors have shown that

the hiera¡chical clustering algorithm is as good or better than the Kernighan-

Lin algorithm in all cases. Furthermore, the quality of the placement generated

by the Kernighan-Lin algorithm tends to depend on the order of the input data,

whereas the hierarchical ordering algorithm shows no such dependency. No IC
design has been found to date for which tbe clustering algorithm breaks down

in the way the Kernighan-Lin algorithm does for large designs. Intuitively it
seems unlikely that this problem could arise with the clustering algorithm, no

matter how large the problem size. A final advantage of the clustering algo-

rithm is that the degree of optimization is adjustable; this featu¡e makes it pos-

sible to reduce the optimizer run time for large designs by relaxing the optimiza-

tion criteria. This is an important feature if the program must handle large

designs. The Kernighan-Lin algorithm, besides becoming ineffective when

applied to large problems, also requires many hours of CPU time. As men-

tioned previously, placement of layout components has been actively researched

for many years. Some typical approaches are discussed in [2], [11], U4], and [17].

Comparison of the newly developed hierarchical clustering algorithm with these

competing schemes was not pursued. Since the hierarchical clustering algorithm

did a satisfactory job of layout optimization, further investigation in this area

was not required.
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In future versions of the Nebula compiler, the one-dimensional clustering

algorithm presented here could be extended to two dimensions. Note, in this

connection, that the clustering algorithm of ûgure 11 does not require the nodes

to be in a linea¡ array. This is because the clustering algorithm as presented is

essentially dimension independent. The difficulty in extending the clustering

algorithm to two dimensions instead arises øfter the clustering operation has

grouped nodes that should be placed near one another. In the two-dimensional

case, there are a tremendous number of layout alte¡natives. Dealing with this

complexity is a challenging problem.

3.5. @peratio$ <lf åayourÊ optímaizatioxl modu¡åe

3.5.1. ãnput to [ayouÉ optimization mod¡¡le

As mentioned previously, input to the layout optimization module is in the

form of a net-list. A sample net-list is presented in figure 12.

Figure 12. Net-líst of a NAND gate

d net_Vdd i
d net_GND i
d net_a i
d net_b i
d net_out o
p net_b net_Vdd
n net_b net_out
n net_a net_6
p net_s nel_out

net_out
net_6
net_GND
net Vdd

5 11 trans
5 11 trans
5 11 trans
5 11 trans

_0
_I
_2

3

There are h¡/o types of lines in this input file: transistor description lines and

net description lines. Tbe format of the transistor description lines is:

transíslor_type 8øte_net source_net drain_nel length width name
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The n and p refer to N-channel and P-channel transistors respectively. The
transistor length and width are entered in the current physical design units.
The net description lines have the following format:

d net_name chøracteristics

where the currently supported characteristics are ínput (i), output (o) and internal
(x). The net description line is used to specify the cha¡acteristics of a particular
net in the circuit.

The choice of a simple net-list as an input format may appear to be a poor
choice for a silicon compiler: certainly it is not a glamorous interface to present

to the user. Nevertheless the net-list approach has several advantages. The
most important reason that net-list input was chosen is that a net-list is a very
simple interface, and yet allows the user to specify any arbitrary design, since

any interconnection of transistors may be represented as a net-list of the form
in figure 12. Some compilers use Boolean expressions as an input language,

while data path compilers, such as MacPitts, use a high level functional descrip-

tion language. Although these approaches may be more convenient in some

applications, neither is as general as the humble net-list. Creating a net-list
specification of a circuit is not particularly difficult; typically a schematic editor
would be used to interactively enter a net-list. Alternatively, the net-list could
be derived from a hardware description language functional speciûcation of the
circuit I12l-

3"5"2" One-dímensional placement

After input, the one-dimensional ordering algorithms described previously

are applied to the net-list circuit specification. The optimízation algorithms may

be used singly or together to generate an ordered node list. The o¡de¡ed node
list gives the sequence in which the transistors should be placed to minimize lay-

out area. At this stage, the layout is still fabrication technology independent:

nowhere in the optimnation process was tecbnology-dependent information
req uired.
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3.6. Saxmrxmax"y

A block diagram of the operation of the placement optimization module is

given below.

Figure 13. Control f low ín the optímization module

Figure 14 is a summary of the C code required for each of the sections of this

module

Figure 14. Optimizatíon module program code

The output of the optimization module is passed to the high-level layout module

for translation into an IC layout. Chapter 4 deals with the layout database

manager, and chapter 5 describes the high level layout module.

optimizer control

Kernighan-Lin hierarchical clusterin g

Module section

net-list input
Kern igh an-Lin optimizer
hierarchical clustering optimizer
general

Lines of code
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CÞaapten' 4: X-ayonn& datahase Em&meger

The layout database manager is responsible for maintaining all layout

information, including the type, position and size of all objects in the layout.

All changes to the layout are made through calls to the database manager func-
tions. Similarly, information concerning the present state of the layout comes

from the database manager. The reason the approach of an independent stand-

alone layout manager was adopted is twofold: this approach made it possible to
design and test the layout manager separately from the rest of the program, and

secondly, having distinct modules whose interactions are not tightly coupled
reduces the overall complexity of the progrâm.

4"L. K-,ayout ff?arlagen design goans

The primary objective in designing the layout manager \¡/as to develop a

highly versatile layout database manager module. As a result the layout
manager is not limited to one-dimensional layout, so when future versions of
Nebula graduate to two-dimensional placement, the layout manager will not

require extensive reworking. The same is true for future changes in fabrication
technology; the present version is sufficiently general to deal with NMOS and

CMOS, single or double-metal processes, and bipolar processes such as I 2L.

Naturally the layout manager is also able to handle the va¡iations between fabri-
cation processes employed by different IC manufacturers. In all these cases, the
layout manager can be configured for the new fabrication process through a set

of six files which describe the characteristics of a particular technology. The

contents of these technology descriptor files is described below.
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4.2. H-,ayoel& mßamagen desågm ¡me8hodoåogy

When designing a layout system, either for manual or automatic layout,

one of two common approaches is normally used. The ûrst approach deals with
the physical layout problem at the mask level: in other words the design is

represented as a collection of different types of polygons. 'When all the

polygons of a particular type are combined, the result is a description of one

mask in the IC fabrication process. In a typical CMOS process, approximately

ten such mask layers are employed.

The second approach to the representation of an IC layout is more sophis-

ticated. Instead of dealing with the design at the mask level, and dealing with
polygons as the objects that are manipulated, this second approach deals with
complete descriptions of transistors, contacts, and the other items which

comprise the layout t10ì. Clearly the second approach is more natural, both for
the human designer in the case of a manual layout system, and for the high

level portions of an automated layout system. The second approach was

employed in the layout database manager developed for Nebula.

4.3. ã-,ayout nnaã¡aEer structunre

Before further discussion of the layout manager is possible, a few terms

must be deûned. Basically, the layout manager deals with three entities: objects,

wires and ports.

Objects:

Objects are the parts from which a design is constructed. Exam-
ples of objects include transistors and contacts; each object has
the appropriate mask layers associated with it to create a func-
tional transistor or contact. Figure 15 illustrates these concepts.

Wires:
'tilires are used to make the connections between objects. Each
wire has all the appropriate layers associated with it to make a

functional wire. Depending on the particular fabrication process,
wires come in several varieties. Figure 15 illustrates these con-
cepts. In the present version of the layout manager, wires always
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run either vertically or horizontally: no bends are allowed in a

wire. If. a jog is required in the path connecting two objects, a

special object called a pin is placed at the corner where the bend
is required and two separate wires are used to make the connec-
tion. If multiple joç are necessary, additional pins are used.
Thus the restriction that wires must either run horizontally or
vertically does not restrict design freedom.

Ports:

Each object defined for a particular technology has ports defined
on its surface where a particular type of wire is allowed to con-
nect. Wires can only connect to an object at a port intended for
that type of wire.

Figure 15. Objects, wires ønd ports

objects without wires objects connected
by wires
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Figure 15 illustrates the basic concepts of objects, wires and ports. In this

example, the transistor, metal-polysilicon contact and the metal-diffusion contact are

objects, and the diffusion and polysilicon paths that join them are wires. The points

where the wires are connected to the objects are ports. This example illustrates the

importance of the concept of ports which are restricted to a particular type of wire:

otherwise it would be possible to connect the polysilicon gate to the metal-

polysilicon contact with a wire of type diffusíon. The result would be a non-

functional circuit. Disallowing invalid operations, such as connecting objects with

the wrong type of wire, is an example of the powerful general principle of correct-

ness by construction. Stated simply, correctness by construction means that any

design created based on a set of rules precludes the chance of creating a non-
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functional design2. The alternative to this approach is to create the design first, and

then verify that no rules have been broken afterwards. Generally correctness by

construction is the better approach for automated IC layout, due to the extreme

difficulty of repairing an error once it has been incorporated into a large layout.

The basic operations that the layout manager handles are the placement of
objects and the connection of objects with wires. All other layout manager opera-

tions are built upon this simple foundation.

Besides simply keeping track of the physical locations of objects and wires, the

layout manager keeps complete connectivity information, based upon how objects

are interconnected with wires. In the example of figure 15, the polysilicon gate of
the transistor, the polysilicon and metal wires, the metal-polysilicon contacts, and

the metal pin are all electrically connected. Similarly, the metal-diffusion contact,

the diffusion wire, and the lower diffusion portion of the transistor are all con-

nected. Connectivity information is vital in the automated layout process, since the

minimum allowable spacing between objects and wires depends on whether they are

electrically connected.

The final basic function of the layout manager is to assu¡e that the layout

operations requested by the high level layout module do not violate any of the

design rules of the fabrication technology being used for the current layout. Desígn

rules are a set of guidelines which must be followed when laying out an IC, either
manually or automatically. These rules vary considerably from one IC manufacturer

to another. Design rules specify such things as the minimum allowable spacing

between objects which make up the design, as well as specifying how objects such as

transistors and contacts are constructed. For example, in the Northern Telecom

CMOS 18 technology currently being used at the University of Manitoba, the

minimum spacing between two unconnected areas of polysilicon is 5 microns. If a

smaller spacing is used, then inaccuracies in the manufacturing process may result in
an accidental connection between the two polysilicon areas. The spacing rules are

applied by the layout manager during all layout operations.

2 Of course, the chip may fail due to a fabrication fault or defect.
visions to survjve these "errors" are called/ault tolerant.
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4"4" ?'echmoåogy descnñptño¡¡ f'ååes

Six ñles are used to describe the fabrication technology to the layout manager:

the Iayer, color, object, wíre, design rule, and miscelløneous frles. Each of these files

describes some aspect of the fabrication technology. The following sections discuss

the contents of these 6les. Appendix 1 gives the complete set of technology descrip-

tion files for the Northern Telecom CMOS 1B fabrication process.

4"4"!" Miscellaneoüls and color fÍles

The míscellaneous file contains general information about the technology;

including its nâme, and the scaling factors to be used in interpreting the information

contained in the other files. The color file speciûes what colors are to be used for

the various masks, when the layout is displayed on a graphics terminal.

4.4.2. [,ayer fíle

The layer file is a description

being defined. Figure 16 gives a

Telecom CMOS 18 process.

of each of the process masks of the technology

partial listing of the layers for the Northern
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Figure 76. NorthernTelecom CMOS IB process løyers

layer { metal
layer { polysilicon
layer { n+
layer { p+
layer { device_well_(n)
layer { device_well_(p)
layer { contact_cut
layer { n3uard
layer i p_guard
layer { p_well
layer { passivation

1 001
? 002
16 020
8 010
4 004

40M
42 077
44 077
45 077
46 077
47 077

transparent CM
transparent CP
transparent CNP
trânsparent CPP
transparent CF
transparent CF
opaque CC
opaque CNG
opaque CPG
opaque CP\ry
opaque CG

)
)
)

Each line in the file defines one of the process masks. The format is:

layer { Iøyer_name draw_ínfo_I drøw_info_2 draw_info_3 CIF_code

where draw_inf o is information required for displaying on a color graphics terminal,
and CIF-code is the code that is used by the IC manufacturer to identify this pro-
cess mask layer.

4"4"3. Object descripÉion file

Each object that is to be used in the layout process has an entry in the object

fíle, specifying the mask layers f¡om which the object is composed, the position and

characteristics of the object's ports, the function of the object, its name, and its
minimum size. A typical description of an N-channel transistor is given in figure 17.
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Figure 17. Description of N-channel MOS transistor

port_type { metal metal
port_type { polysilicon polysilicon
port_typ€ i n_diffusiou n_device_well_(n)
port_type { p_diffusion p_device_well_(p)
port_type { p_well p_well

object

{
function {

0
5

5

Port {
Port {
Port {

n_trausistor

polysilicon
n_diffusion
n_diffusion

)

poly 0 0-5 150
diff_top -5 150 5 -110
diff bottom -5 150 -5 110

0 5-1s0)
-1s0 5 ,110 )
-1s0 -s 110 )

s -150 5 -110 )
s -150 -5 lso )
s -150 5 -1so )
5 -100 5 -150 )
s -150 5 -150 )s -80 5 -80)
5 -30 5 -30
5 05 0

layer {
layer {
layer {
layer {
layer {
Iayer {
layer {
layer {

name {
size {
offset {
)

device_well_(n) diff_top -5 150 5 -150
device_well_(n) diff botrom -5 150 -5 110
device_well_(n) @none -5 150 -5 150
polysilicon poly -5 100 -5 150
transistor @none -5 150 -5 150
p_well @none -5 80 -5 B0
p3uard @none -5 30 -5 30
n_guard @none -5 0 -5 0

transistor_well_(n) )
350 3s0 )
150 1s0 150 1s0 Ì

Note that three Ports are defined, one for each of the gate, source, and drain. The
N-channel transistor defined in figure 17 is composed of eight rectangles consisting
of various process masks. Each of the layer specification lines defines a rectangle of
a sPecific size consisting of a particular mask layer. The eight numbers that make up
the layer specification serve two purposes: they give the relative positions of the
eight rectangles which make up the transistor, and secondly they define how the rec-
tangles grow when a non-minimum sized object is used in a design. Figure 18 illus-
trates the principle of object scaling.
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minimum-sized
object

Figure 18 shows that increasing

nates by a scaling factor is not

Rather, the scaling involves both

Scaling of objects

incorrect scaling
(multiplication only)

metal

.***"" PolYsilicon

the size of the object by multiplying all its coordi-

the correct way to increase the size of an object.

multiplication and addition.

Figure 18.

correct scaling
(combination of addition
and multiplication)

4"4"4" Wine descriptÍon fíle

The wíre description f ile is similar

19 is the definition of an N-diffusion

Process.

in format to the object definition ûle. Figure

wire from the Northern Telecom CMOS 1B
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Figure 19. Def ínítion of N-díff usíon wire

wire
{
function { n_diffusion }
name { n_device_well_(n) }
width { 270 }
offset { 110 }

Iayer { p3uard 30 @unconnected }
layer { n_guard 0 @unconnected }
layer { p_well 80 @unconnected }
layer { device_well_(n) 110 @connected }
)

As with the object specification of figure 77, the diffusion wire is composed of

layers, and the function of the wire is specified in the description. The comments

made above about the scaling of objects also apply to the scaling of wires.

4"4"5" Ðesign rule file

The design rule f ile specifies the spacing of the mask layers which make up the

objects and wires. Two cases exist: layers that are electrically connected, and layers

that are not electrically connected. Typically, connected layers are allowed to be

closer together than unconnected layers. Figure 20 illustrates the format of the

design rule file.
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Figure 20. Format of design ru[e f ile

unconnected

connected

{
design_rule {
design_rule {
design_rule {
design_rule {
design_rule {
design_rule {
design_rule {
design_rule {
design_rule {
)

{
design_rule {
design_rule {
design_rule {
design_rule {
desigu_rule {
)

metal
polysilicon
polysilicon
polysilicon
n+
p+
device_well_(n)
device_well_(p)
device_well_(n)

metal
polysilicon
device_well_(n)
device_well_(p)
device_well_(n)
device_well_(n)
device_well_(n)
device_well_þ)
device_well_(p)

60)
50)
4Ð)
40)
40i
70)
70)
70)
770 |

polysilicon
polysilicon
n+
p+
device_well_(n)

device_well_(n)
device_well_(p)
device_well_(n)
device_well_(n)
device_well_þ)

4a)
4Ð)
40)
70)
170 )

The design rules a¡e sPecified as minimum spacings between the layers deñned for
the technology. Since all objects and wires are made up of these layers, these design
rules deûne the minimum spacing between all objects and wires.

By setting up the information in these six files, the layout manager can be pro-
grammed for a wide variety of technologies. Typically one set of technology
description files would be created for each fabrication facility that is going to be
used. Then the designer selects one of the technologies, and Nebula reads in the
corresponding technology description file.
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4.5. S¿¡¡mmany of å,ayoelt rmanagen fu¡¡sc&åoms

The preceding discussion has outlined how the layout manager is structured
internally, without touching on the subject of how the layout manager is used by the

rest of the layout program. This section will describe some of the functions tbat the

layout manager provides.

In the present version of Nebula, the layout manager stores all information per-

taining to the position of objects in the layout, and all wires which connect the

objects together. Because of the unified way in which wires and objects are being

handled by the layout manager, details regarding the particula¡ fabrication technol-
ogy do not affect the operation of the high level layout module. In fact the majority
of the layout manager module is also not concerned about the shape or composition

of the objects with which it deals; all the necessary information is provided by the
position of the ports on the objects, the list of wires which may connect to each

port, and the design rules concerning how close together objects and wires may be

placed. The technology independent nature of the majority of the layout manager

greatly simplified its design and implementation.

The layout manipulation commands available from the present version of the
layout manager may be broken down into the following categories:

Object creation

Wiring of objects

Deletion of objects and wires

Movement of objects

4.5.1. tbJect creation

The layout manager has functions for creating objects anywhere in the design,

with arbitrary size, rotation and transposition. When an object is created, it is

inserted into a set of linked lists which link together all objects and wires in the lay-

out. These linked lists are used to find the nearest neighbors of a particular object
for operations such as design rule verification.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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4,5,2. WånËmg of ObJecÊs

Many \+¡ays are provided to wire objects together; however, the basic operations

are always the same. The layout manager is given two objects, the type of wire to
use to connect them, and the port on each object to use for the wire. After the con-

nection oPeration is performed, the connectivity information is updated in the
affected portions of the design. Va¡iations on object wiring include allowing the lay-

out manager to choose the type of wire to use for the connection of two objects.

The choice of wire type will then depend on whether ports exist on the objects for a
particular wire type, and whether using that type of wire will cause a design rule vio-
lation. Another va¡iation involves connecting an object to any point in the layout
that is electrically connected to a particular object. These high level wiring functions
are essential to the efficient implementation of the high level layout module.

4.5.3. Deletio¡¡ of ohjects and wires

Any wire or object in the design may be deleted from the layout. \ilhen an

object is deleted, all wires connected to the object will also be deleted, since a wire
only exísts for the purpose of connecting two objects. Again, when an'object or a

wire is deleted, connectivity information throughout the affected portions of the lay-

out is updated.

4,5"4. ObJect movernent

The layout manager has a number of functions for moving objects, or groups of
objects. Wire movements are not allowed, since wires are not independent of the
objects that they are connecting. When an object is moved, all connected wires must

be modified to maintain the connections. If the object is being moved in the same

direction that the wire runs in, the wire will stretch to maintain the connection. If
the move is in tbe other direction, the object at the other end of the wire will be

forced to move to maintain the connection. The movement of the second object may

force a third to be moved, and so on. Figure 21 illustrates object movement. A
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variation on the move function allows for a group of objects to be moved as far as

possible in a specified direction without causing a design rule violation. This p4rricu-
lar feature is essential for design compaction operations, where the objects which

make up the design are pushed as close together as possible.

Figure 21. Moving objects
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4.6. Sumemany

The present version of the layout manager provides a strong foundation which
the high level layout module can use for automated IC layout. Future enhancements

to the layout manager are discussed in chapter 6. The program code requirements

for the layout manager are summarized in frgtre 22.
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Figure 22. Løyout manøger code requirements

Module section Lines of code

design rule processing

object creation and deletion
object movement
object wiring
technology input
general

total

1002

434

669

7373

1361

3737
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CåaapÉen 5: Kãåg3a åeveB Bayoart x¡aoda¡åe

The high level layout module uses the functions of the layout optimizer and the

layout manager to create the layout. The high level layout module does not deal

with fabrication technology details; however this module is currently tied to one par-

ticular layout strategy, or architectu¡e. In the future, it is conceivable that new ver-

sions of the high level layout manager will be developed for other architectures, but

it seems unavoidable that each high level layout module will be restricted to a single

architecture, or at least a narro\'/ range of a¡chitectures. This limitation is also

apparent in the silicon compilers described in chapter 1.

5.1" X,ayouÊ archítecture of hñgh [eve[ layomt module

The cu¡rent high level layout module uses the architecture of figure 23.
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Figure 23. High level løyout module archítecture
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This architecture is one-dimensional in nature; in other words the layout consists of
a long horizontal chain of nodes, connected by wires that run horizontally. The hor-
izontal wires run in fixed strips called tracks, where a track may contain any number
of separate unconnected wires, as long as the nodes requiring these wires do not
overlap. The layout of figure 23 consists of five tracks, with a total of seven wires, or
nets, in these ûve tracks. To minimize the size of the layout in the vertical direction,
it is advantageous to use as few tracks as possible. Typically as the number of nodes

in a layout increases the number of tracks required rises quickly at first and then
tends to remain constant for the remainder of the layout. Thè reason that track
requirements tend to level off is that most of the nets are required by only a few
nodes, and the one-dimensional layout optimizer has grouped the nodes such that
nodes that require the same nets are close together in the one-dimensional array.

Figure 23 illustrates another important point; although the optimizer found a

one-dimensional order of the nodes which comprise the design, this does not pre-
clude placing adjoining nodes underneath one another. This is fortunate, for in the
case of the Nebula compiler the nodes a¡e individual transistors, and stringing them
out in a long line would result in a very poor layout.

The Present Nebula architecture is quite restrictive: it is limited to one-
dimensional layout, and interconnections are made by horizontal wires running in
predefined tracks. However, despite these rigid restrictions, this architecture is suit-
able for laying out any arbitrary design. Naturally it will tend to be more efficient
for certain types of designs, but given a sufficiently large silicon area, any design may

be implemented in this fashion.
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Another concern is that this design methodology will tend to result in long, thin
layouts, because of the one-dimensional nature of the architecture being used. Since

most IC dies are roughly square, it appears that one-dimensional layout results in

very inefficient silicon area usage. However this problem is easily remedied by snak-

íng, or zig-zagg¡ng the long, thin layout back and forth across the IC die. The total

increase in design area due to the snaking would not be significant.

5.2, X,ayouÉ pr$aedl¡re

The layout procedure consists of the following steps:

1. Call optimizer module to do one-dimensional ordering of nodes.

2. Assign ûets to tracks in an efficient manner.

3. Perform layout.

4. Compact resulting layout.

5. Output design.

5"2"1," One-dñmensíona! ordering of modes

The one-dimensional ordering of the nodes which make up the design is accom-

plished by passing tbe user specified net-list to the one-dimensional ordering module.

In the current version of Nebula, the nodes are the set of transistors that make up

the design. The ordering module returns a list of the nodes, ordered to minimize

interconnecting wire.

5"2.2. T'nack essignment

The next step in the layout procedure is to assign tracks to the nets of the cir-

cuit. Tracks must be assigned to nets so that any node that requires a particular net

has access to it. For example, if a net is required by the nodes in positions 2, 5 and

15 in the node list, then this net must be assigned to a track that is currently unused
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from node 2 through to node 15. The track assignment procedure is repeated for
each net in the design. Any time that no track can be found which is free in the

range required by a net, a ne\r track is created. The track assignment is performed

by the algorithm of figure 24.

Figure 24. Track assignment algorithm

assign_tracks:

{
find range of nodes over which each nef is required
current_node = Ieft-most node
while not all nodes processed

{
current net = first unassigned net used by current_node
while unassigned nets in currenl_node

{
fr.nd lowest_¡racÈ used by nets connected to curreil node
frnd, highest_track used by nets connected to current node
attempt to find free track for current_n¿t between

low e s t _t r ack and hi ghe st _t r ack
if no free track, attempt to find track outside but close to range

I ow e s r _t r ack to hi ghe s t _t r ack
if no free track, create new track
assign currcntJEt to track found
current_nc, : next unassigned net used by current_node
)

curreú rrodd = next node to right in node_lìst
)

)

The objective of this algorithm is two-fold: first, it attempts to minimize the

total number of tracks by re-using existing tracks whenever possible; secondly, it
tries to use tracks as close as possible to tracks already assigned to nets that a¡e

required by the node being processed. The reasod for the first objective is to minim-
ize the number of tracks and thereby the vertical height of the layout. The second

heuristic attempts to limit the vertical spread of the current node's connections by

having all the nets that the node must connect to grouped as closely together as pos-

sible. This heuristic tends to reduce the horizontal size of the layout, since it
increases the likelihood that tv/o or more nodes may be placed under one another,

instead of after one another. Figure 25 illustrates these concepts.
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Figure 25. Functíon of track assígnment heuristics
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In the design where the track assignment heuristic was not applied, the net that

started at node_3 was assigned to track_5 instead of track_3, and as a result it was not

possible to place nodeJ and node_S under node_l and node_2. Design 2 shows the

track assignment that results if the heuristics of the algorithm in figure 24 are

applied. In this s¡¡ampl€, the length of the layout was reduced, without increasing its

width, by applying these heuristics.

Further improvements to the track assignment algorithm would likely result in

more efficient layout. Some possible improvements are discussed in chapter 6.

5"2"3" ã,ayout of design

At this stage, the order in which the nodes are to be laid out has been esta-

blished and each net has been assigned to a track. Thus layout consists of placing

the nodes, wiring them to the appropriate nets, and compacting the result. The

present version of Nebula employs a straightforward layout strategy. The nodes are

placed, starting with the left-most node in the ordered node list and proceeding to

the right, where each transistor in the net-list is treated as a separate node. The

transistors are placed so that the transistor's gate may be connected directly to the

appropriate net. Thus the position of each transistor is determined by the track that

was assigned to the net connected to its gate. The transistor's source and drain are

then connected to the appropriate track by diffusion wires running vertically. Figure

26 illustrates this process.
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Figure 26. Portion of an IC lø¡,out
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Figure 26 demonstrates why it is important to have the source, gate and draín nets as

close together as possible; otherwise the wires connecting to the diffusion nets will
waste layout space.

After the transistor has been connected to the appropriate nets, the complete

group consisting of the transistor and the associated wires is moved as far to the left
as possible without violating any design rules. To further improve the layout

efficiency of the design, jogs arc introduced in the wires connecting the diffusion

ports of the transistor to the appropriate net. This allows the wires to closely follow
the profile of the existing design, thereby reducing wasted space. Figure 26 shows a

portion of a layout where jogging of vertical wires was not performed; it is apparent

from this layout that significant savings would result if each of the vertical wires fol-
lowed the profile of the existing design closely. The process of connecting a transis-

tor and then pushing it to the left is repeated for each transistor in the design, with

the order of ptacement determined by the order of the nodes in the ordered list

returned by the one-dimensional optimÞer module.
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Unfortunately the layout portion of the high level layout module is technology

dependent; in the present version it is assumed that the layout is intended for a

single-metal CMOS process, such as the Northern Telecom CMOS 18 process used at

the University of Manitoba. A limited degree of technology dependence seems to be

unavoidable in a silicon compiler, as evidenced by the technology dependence of the

Nebula compiler, and the compilers discussed in chapter 1. This is analogous to the

machine-dependent portions of high-level language compilers: most parts of a

software compiler may used for øny computer, but a small portion is always

machine-dependent. However, the fundamental principles remain unchanged for
double-metal, NMOS or even bipolar processes, so writing a new high level layout

module for these technologies would not be difficult.

5"2"4" Ventical compaction

After all the transistors have been placed, an optional vertical compaction may

be performed. The vertical compaction is a straightforward but CPU intensive pro-

cess; it simply consists of taking the objects which comprise the design and pushing

them as close together in the vertical direction as possible. Experience has shown

that vertical compaction results in a 15 to 30 per cent reduction in layout area. Fig-

ure 26 illustrates a layout before vertical compaction is performed; the large unused

spaces between the tracks would be eliminated by the vertical compaction phase.

5"2"5. Output of layout

The last stage of the layout process is to output the finished design. The

current version of Nebula outputs the layout information in CIF (Caltech Intermedi-

ate Form), a widely accepted IC layout interchange format. Adding code to generate

a Calma GDS-II layout description, or any other format, would require very little
effort.
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5.3. E{ågh &eveå åayoaa8 mraoda¡åe code nequånexs}e&És

Figure 27 gives the breakdown of the number of lines of code required for each

of the sections of the high level layout module.

Figure27. Lines of code in high level løyout module

Module section Lines of code

net track assignment
layout wiring
vertical compaction
CIF output
general

total

5.4. R.esults of layout tests

Figure 28. Results of layout tests

transistors
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744
657

two input nand
two input xor
flip-flop
full adder
6 bit adder
shift register
8 bir shift reg

4

6
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layout efficiency
(compiler/ human)
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2.OO
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3.11
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CPU time
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no compact
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Figure 28 lists layout test results for a variety of circuits. The present version of

the Nebula compiler generates layouts which are about 2.8 times as large as a buman

designed layout of the same circuit. Clearly Nebula has to be improved considerably

before it rivals human IC layout for efficiency; however, these results show that

there is some promise in the layout methodology adopted. An early version of the

MacPitts silicon compiler discussed in chapter 1 created layouts that occupied ten

times as much area as a comparable human layout. There are several short-term

changes wbich are planned for the Nebula compiler which should result in further

layout area reductions. These are discussed in chapter 6.

The most encouraging aspect of the layout test results tabulated in figure 28 is

that there seems to be no tendency for Nebula's layout efficiency to decrease vis a vis

human layout design efficiency for large designs. This is of critical importance, for

the advantage of using a silicon compiler increases as design size is increased. Only

rarely would it be worthwhile to use a silicon compiler to lay out a few tens of
transistors, if a four times increase in silicon area results. A four times increase in

layout area when implementing a design consisting of several thousand transistors is

more tolerable, because this makes the design of low production volume IC's com-

mercially viable by reducing design cost at the expense of layout efficiency.

Although the Nebula compiler tends to become less efficient as the layout prob-

lem size is increased, the same is true for the human designer. The increase in

inefficiency with increased design size seems to be comparable fo¡ human and com-

piler layouts, and thus the ratio of human to compiler design layout area remains

roughly constant.
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Cåeapten 6: F antu¡re wonk

Although the present version of Nebula is fully functional, this type of project

tends by its nature to be very open-ended. No matter how satisfactory the results

are, there are always new features whose implementation would further improve pro-

gram performance. Interestingly, one of the most fruitful ways of improving the per-

formance of the Nebula compiler was to monitor its operation during the layout pro-

cess, keeping track of design decisions which resulted in an inefficient layout. This

chapter deals with some potential areas for future work. The first section discusses

improvements that are short-term in nature, and section tu/o discusses long range

objectives in the development of Nebula.

6.1. Shont ten¡r¡ changes amd addütüoms

The short range changes discussed in this section are relatively minor in nature,

requiring at most a week or t\ilo of work. Most of these changes must be made

before Nebula can actually be used to lay out an IC for fabrication.

6"1,"n " Essentíatr changes

The present version of Nebula does not handle input and output from the cir-

cuit: it does not bring VO nets to the edge of the layout so that external connections

may be made. Several parts of the program already have provisions for input and

output, so adding this feature will not be difficult. Clearly provisions have to be

made for input and output before Nebula can be used for IC design. It is not antici-

pated that adding input and output capabilities would significantly increase the size
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of the layout, especially for large designs.

A second feature that should be added is a heuristic algorithm for CMOS fabri-
cation processes which results in grouping of P-wells or N-wel/s and then connects

the resulting wells to the po\¡/er supply. Again, this work should be done before the
program is used to implement a design. The amount of effort required is quite
small, and the increase in layout size should be quite modest.

6"1,"2. Optiona! additíons

Aside from the required additions listed above, there is a long list of improve-

ments which would tend to increase layout efficiency. Some of these changes are

discussed below.

The present version of Nebula uses a substantial amount of CPU time for the

Iayout process. Although layout is by its nature quite time consuming, substantial

speedup should be possible by analyzing the program and establishing which parts of
the layout process consume most of the CPU time. Because of the experimental

nature of the development of this program, some portions of the code were repeat-

edly modified and as a consequence are not very efficient.

Another potentially fruitful area to investigate is the present method of assign-

ing nets to tracks, and also the practise of placing transistors so that their gares can

be connected directly to the appropriate net. More sophisticated approaches in both
these areas would undoubtedly lead to more efficient layout. The present

approaches were chosen for expediency, as well as layout efficiency. Further ¡educ-
tions in layout area could be achieved if nets are allowed to change tracks; in the
present version a net will utilize the same track along its entire run. Unfortunately
it is very difficult to predict which of these changes would result in the greatest gain,

with the least effort. It seems that the only way to approach this type of problem is
to try an idea, and if it is successful, incorporate it into the program.

To make this program useful for designs of over 500 transistors, steps must be

taken to reduce memory usage. This presents no great problem: the most reseason-

able approach would be to write the parts of the design that are complete into a file.
Implementing this feature would be quite straightforward, and would eliminate
memory usage as a constÍaint on the size of design that could be processed.
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Finally, it would be beneficial to perform grouping op€rations on the transistors
in the net-list before calling the one-dimensional ordering module. Potentially useful
groupings include grouping of series and parallel connected transistors. The reason

this type of grouping could be useful is that series and parallel connections of
transistors may be laid out efficiently if it is known beforehand that a parricular
transistor is part of a series or parallel chain. Code has already been incorporated in
several parts of the program for this purpose; thus the addition of this feature is

q uite straigh tforward.

Figure 29. Summary of short term changes and additíons

benefit priority comments

handle UO get
cuit

signals to and from

optimize program
code

better track assign-
ment algorithm

better transistor
placement

reduce memory re-
quirements

transistor grouping

prevent Iatch-up, increase
layout efficiency

shorter run-time

increased layout efficiency

increased layout efficiency

increase maximum problem
size

increased Iayout efficiency

not difficult

moderately difficult

moderately difficult

moderately difficulr

moderately difficult

not difficult

not difficult

required

required

Iow

moderate

moderate

high

Iow

6.2" X,ong raxlEe deve[opnment

There are many possible directions which the present work may take in the
future. The decision to pursue one path and to neglect another must be considered
very carefully, since early design decisions affect the character of the 6nal product.
At this stage, no firm conclusions have been reached as to what future development
plan is most suitable; thus the discussion below will present a number of ideas,

without attempting to evaluate their relative merit. The long range development
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plans for Nebula may be divided into two classes: additions to the present system,

and fundamental changes to the present approach. Additions to the present system

are discussed below.

6.2"3." Additions to Nehula

The development of one or more modules which take a high level functional

speciûcation of an IC, and translate it into a net-list for layout, would make the com-

piler more convenient to use for many applications. One such module could accept

Boolean logic expressions as input. The Boolean expressions would be minimized,

and then a net-list would be generated, where the currently selected fabrication tech-

nology would determine whether an NMOS, CMOS or bipolar net-list is created.

This module would be fairly straightforward to develop, and could be used for small

designs, such as special purpose controller IC's.

Adding a general ha¡dware description language tt'?l (HDL) to net-list translator

would make it possible, at least in theory, to specify the complete operation of an IC

in a few succinct pages. The MacPitts compiler uses this approach. Advantages

include rapid, relatively error-free design. Potential problems include the difficulty
of designing and implementing a good hardware description language, and the inevit-

able loss of layout efficiency. Layout efficiency will tend to be ¡educed because the

human designer will no longer have direct control over the form of the net-list that

will be used to implement a particular function. However, the anticipated designer

productivity gains make this extension worth considering. The layout architecture

used by the Nebula compiler may not be suitable for all hardwa¡e description

languages, so the present layout strategy may require modification before a hardware

description language module can be added.

Extending Nebula to other fabrication technologies, such as NMOS and bipolar

processes, would increase the compiler's flexibility considerably. Some technologies,

for example a single-metal NMOS process, could be added with very little effort.

Double-metal fabrication processes would require somewhat more effort to imple-

ment: however changes would be limited to the high level layout module. An addi-

tional advantage of developing a high level layout module for double-metal processes

is that the resulting layouts would be considerably more compâct than the present

single-metal layouts.
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6"2"2" Changes Êo Nebula

Apart from the additions to Nebula discussed above, there are also a number of
changes to the present layout approach which should be investigated. As mentioned

previously, it is very difficult to predict ø príori whether a particular modification

will result in a better compiler. Thus, a certain amount of trial and error is inevit-

able. Some possible directions are discussed below.

The present version of Nebula is limited to one-dimensional layout; developing

some sort of two-dimensional layout scheme could improve program performance.

There are endless variations on two-dimensional layout which must be considered.

One approach, which retains much of the philosophy of the present system, would

involve finding a satisfactory two-dimensional arrangement of the nodes which

comprise the design, picking a starting point, and then placing the components in a

spiral fashion outwards from the starting point. The location of each component

would be chosen to minimize the layout area. Note how this procedure is a direct

extension of the one-dimensional architecture presently employed; in the present sys-

tem layout begins at the left and proceeds to the right, while the two-dimensional

version begins at the center and radiates outwa¡ds in all directions.

Another feature which has deliberately been excluded from the present system

is any form of hierarchy in the layout process. Many silicon compilers employ hierar,

chy, insofar as they deal with larger objects which are composed of many transistors.

Typically, these high-level objects, or cells, are developed by human designers. The

advantage of this approach is that it makes use of the human designer's innate ability

to create compact layouts; the problem is that adopting this approach tends to reduce

the range of applications for which the compiler is suitable, without additional

human intervention.

Perhaps the best solution would be to move away from the fundamental precept

of silicon compilation: limited human intervention in the layout process. There are

some global high-level decisions involved in designing an IC which a human designer

can make without difficulty, but which are exceptionally difficult to incorporate into

a software system. In this type of system, the compiler would ask the human

designer lor advice when it is confronted witb a difficult design decision.
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The preceding discussion only scratches the surface of the myriad possibilities

for future development of the Nebula compiler. The choice of one direction over

another is very difficult. An encouraging thought: there is no single rigål solution to

the problem of silicon compilation and there is also no wrong solution. \ilhatever

approach is adopted, the resulting system will find a niche somewhere in the field of

automated IC design.

Figure 30. Summary of long term changes and additions

benefit comments

Boolean logic
module

HDL module

add other technolo'
gres

two-dimensional
layout

hierarchy in layout

human interaction
module

make program easier to use

make program easier to use

increase flexibility

increased layout efficiency

increased layout efficiency

increased layout efficiency

not very difficult

difficult

moderately difficult

difficult

difficult

difficult

low

low

moderate
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At the outset of the Nebula silicon compiler project, several hlpotheses were

used to establish fundamental design directions. The most important of these

hypotheses dealt with the role of hiera¡chy in IC design.

rühen an IC is being developed using traditional approaches, the design tends ro

be highly hierarchical in nature, particularly for large designs. This implies that the

human designer starts by constructing a number of general-pulpose building blocks

which will be used throughout the design. Combinations of building blocks are in
turn used to make further, more complex building blocks. This process is known as

hierarchical design. The purpose of hierarchical design is to deal with the tremen-

dous number of objects which make up an IC design by partitioning the design into
manageable hierarchical pieces.

The interesting tbing is that bierarchical design serves no pulpose, other than to
manage the complexity of IC design. The price that is paid with the hierarchical
design methodology is in terms of layout efficiency; standa¡d building blocks must be

used which are not quite ideal for a particular application, and thus will tend to use

more layout area. At least in theory, eliminating design hierarchy can improve lay-

out efficiency. This is the philosophy of the Nebula compiler: eliminate design

hierarchy and let the computer deal with the tremendous complexity of non-

hierarchical design. The underlying hypothesis \r,as that the compiler's ability to han-

dle greater complexity than the human designer would offset its inability to make

individual layout decisions that are as good as those made by a human designer.

Thus each IC design methodology attempts to capitalize on its strengths: the manual

IC design approacb limits complexity through hierarchy and then gives the human

designer free rein to assemble hierarchical blocks in an optimum way, while the

Nebula compiler eliminates hierarchy entirely, makes more simplistic design deci-

sions, and capitalizes on the computer's ability to deal with a great number of objects

simultaneously.
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In the present version of the Nebula compiler the human-hierarchical approach

wins out over the computerized non-hierarchical approach. However, this is an early

version of the compiler, employing very restrictive and simplistic design straÍegies.

Even so, respectable layout efficiency has been achieved. When one-dimensional lay-

out is replaced with two-dimensional layout, and more sophisticated heuristics are

employed for the placement and interconnection of components, it is conceivable

that non-hierarchical automated IC layout will rival human-hierarchical IC layout in

efficiency. Further research is required to establish conclusively wbether the layout

efficiency of this approach to automated IC layout can potentially reach the

efficiency of human IC layouts.
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/*

COLOR FILE

*/

lx lhe lou 5 ¡i ts map metal
x 41: passification
x 422 contact cut
x 43: invisible
* 442 n-guard
x 45: p-guard
x 46: p-le I I

*/

polgsi I ìcon d-uel I p+ and n+

color
color
color
color
color
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color
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color
color
color
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meta I
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+polgsi I icon+metal

meta I

polgsi I icon
polgsi I icon+metal
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port name colorx/

p
p+
p+
p+
p+d-re I I

p+d-re I I

p+d-re I I

p+d-ue I I

d-pe I

d-ue I

d-re I
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/x 3Ø: n +p+d-uel I +polgsi I icon
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/*

IJIRE FILE

*/

u ire
{

function { metal I
name { netal }
uidth { 5Ø )

of fset { 0 }

lager { metal t econnected I
)

p ire
{

function f polgsi l icon ì
name { polgsi I icon }

uidth { 58 I
of fset { B }
lager { polgsi I icon 0 econnected )
¡

pire
Í
functìon I n-diffusion l
name I n_device_ue I l-(n) ì
uidth I 27Ø I
of fset ( 118 )

lager { p-guard 3Ø eunconnected }

lager { n_guard Ø eunconnected }

lager { p_uel I 80 ounconnected I
lager I device_rell_(n) 11Ø oconnected )

)

Htre
I
function I p_diffusion )

name I p_devìce-Hell-(p) )
uidth { 190 }

offset { 7Ø }
lager { device_pel l_(p) 7Ø oconnected I
lager ( p+ 30 eunconnected )

lager { n+ Ø ounconnected I
l

Htre
I
function { p-uell I
name { p_uell }

26ø I(168ì
p_uel I 8Ø eunconnected )
p_guard 30 eunconnected l
n_guard B eunconnected )

uidth
offset
I ager
I ager
I ager
l
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/*

OBJECT F¡LE

*/

por t_tgpe
por t_tUpe
por t_t gpe
por t_tgpe
por t_tgpe

object
f

metal
polgsi I icon
n_diffusion
p_diffusion
p_r-re I I

meta I

polgsi I icon
n_dev i ce_ue I

p_dev ice_u¡e I

p_re I I

l-(n)
l_(p)

function I metal3olg-contact )

port f metal metal_l
port { polgsilicon polg-1

port-connect { eall )

lager I metal metal_l -5
lager { polgsilicon polg_1 -5
lager { contact-cut onone -5

name { metal3olgsilicon-con }

size f IIB IIø I
offset I 3ø 3ø 38 3ø l
ì

object
{

funct ì on { metal3-di f fusi on-contact

port I metal metal -5port I p-diffusion p_d¡ffusion -5

port-connect { oall )

lager { metal
lager { device-uel I

rne ta I

-(p) 
p-diffusion
onone
enone
enone

lager { p+
I ager { n+
lager I contact_cut

name { meta l3_dev-xe I l_con-(p) }
size f 23ø 23ø I
offset { 9ø 98 9S 9ø }
)

object {
function ( metal n di ffusion contact I

port { metal metal
port ( n-di ffusion n-di ffusion

port-connect { @all }

-5Lø-5Lø5
-5 ø-5 ø S

7ø5
7ø5

-rø 5 -1øø5ø

Lø -5 tø 5-1ø 5-1S)
B -5 ø 5 ø 5 øl

3ø -5 3ø 5-3A 5-38¡

-5 7ø -5 7ø 5 -7ø 5 -7ø
-5 7ø -5 7ø 5 -7ø 5 -7ø-5 3ø -5 3ø 5 -3ø 5 -3ø
-5 0-5 B 5 ø5 B

-5 9ø -5 98 5 -9ø s -9ø

ø
c
5

)

7ø -57ø -5
-7ø S -7ø I
-7ø S -7ø t

-5 11ø -5 11ø
-5 TIø -5 Tß

5
5

-11ø 5 -1r.ø
-110 5 -11ø

5 -11ø 5 -118
5 -11A 5 -11ø5-8ø 5-88)
5-3ø 5-3ø)
5 A s AÌ
5 -13ø 5 -13ø

I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
l ager
I ager

meta I

device-uel l-(n)
p_ue I I

p_guard
n_guard
con t ac t_cu t

meta I

n_di ffusion
onone
@none
enone
onon e

-5 11ø
-5 11ø
-5 8ø
-5 3ø
-5ø
-5 13ø

-5 11ø
-5 118-s 8ø
-5 3ø
-5ø
-5 13ø

name { meta l_n_dev_ue I l_con_(n) }

size { 318 31ø I
offset t 13ø 138 13ø 13ø I
l

object
{

func t

por t
por t
por t

-5 118
5 -7ø

-5 7ø

ø 5 -11ø
-12ø S -7ø
-12ø -S 7ø

ion ( p_transistor )

{ polgsi I icon polu ø ø
( p_diffusion diff_top -5 12ø
{ p_diffusion diff_bottom -5 12ø
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I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager

device-uell-(p)
dev ice_pe I l-(p)
dev ice_re I l-{p)
polgsi I icon
p+
p+
n+
n+
trans i s tor

d i f f_top
di ff_bottom
@none
po lu
@none
@none
6none
@none
onone

di ff_top
di ff_botton
anone
po lg
onone
@none
snone
onone

)

Ltø
118

-11ø S-12ø 5-7ø7ø s -r2ø -s 11ÞLtø s-12ø 5-1iB
11S S-7ø 5-11ø3t s-8ø 5-397ø s-30 s-7øø s-sø s p
4ø 5 S S-4ø

LLø S-T2ø S-1Iø

-5 12ø 5
-5 12ø -5
-5 12ø -5
-5 7ø -5
-5 8ø -5
5 -8ø -5

-5 5ø -5
5 -5ø -5

-s 72ø -5

5
-5
-5
-5
-5
-5
-5
-5

ø-5
15ø 5
15ø -5

-5 15ø
-5 150
-5 15ø
-5 Iøø
-5 15ø
-5 8ø
-5 3ø
-5ø

-S 11ø -5 ILø
-5 Iß -5 ilø
-5 7ø -5 7ø
-5 4ø -5 4ø
-5 8ø -5 8ø
-5 3ø -5 3ø
-5 ø-5 ø
-5 ø-5 ø
-5 L3ø -5 13ø

-7ø
-7ø

ø
ø

-3ø
-98

-57ø -5 7ø 5
-57ø -5 7ø 5
-53ø-5 3ø 5
-5 ø-5 ø 5
-53øøø5
-59ø-SSB5

name I trans istor-(p) )

size { 29ø 27ø I
offset I L2ø IIø 12ø lIø I
I

object
I
function { n transistor )

por t
por t
por t

name
s ize

polgsi I icon polU
n_diffusion diff_top
n_d i f fus i on di f f_bot tom

dev ice-re I l_(n)
device-r¡ell-(n)
device-uel l-(n)
polgsi I icon
trans i stor
p_ue I I

p_guard
n_guard

15øøø
-11ø S -15ø11ø 5 -15ø

-7ø S -7ø I
7ø -5 9sl

-15ø5-15ø 5 -118IIø 5 -158 -5 15ø
154 5-15ø 5 -15ø
15ø 5-10ø 5 -15ø
15ø 5-15ø 5 -15ø8ø 5-8ø 5 -8ø3ø 5-3ø S -3øø5 ø S ø

-11A -s 11S )

-11ø 5 -135 Ì

ø
-5
-5

5 -15ø
5 -118

-5 11ø

I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager

offset
I

transistor-uel l-(n) l
35S 354 )
{15ø 15ø 15ø 15ø r

object
I
function ( metal-n-spl i t-contact

port Í metal metal 1
port f n-diffusion d¡ff 1

port-connect { oall I

-5
-5

-5 11ø
5 -13S

5
s

name f metal-n_split-con-(n) I
size { 31ø 38ø }

offset {13ø 13ø 138 13ø }

)

object
(

function I metal-!_spl i t-contact I

port f metal metal_l -5
port { p-di ffusion di ff-1 -5

port-connect { øall }

I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager

I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager

-7ø
-7ø
-3ø

ø
-3ø
-9ø

metal metal_l
device-uel l_(n) metal 1
p+ enone
n+ enone
p_ue I I @none
p_guard enone
n_guard @none
spl ¡ t-contact-(p) enone
contact_cut onone

metal metal_l
device_uell-(p) metal_1
p+ onone
n+ enone
spl i t_contact_(p) onone
contact cut onone

5 -11ø 5 -11ø
5 -11ø 5 -11ø5-7ø ø ø
5-4ø ø ø
5 -8ø 5 -88
5 -38 5 -3ø585ø
5øøø
5 -13A 5 -13ø

7ø-S7øS
7ø-5955

q

5
ø
ø
5
s

name I me ta l3_sp I i t_con_ (p) )

sìze I 23ø 3øø I
offset f 3ø 38 9ø 9ø l
)
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object
{

function ( metal3_substrate_contact Ì

port { metal metal -S 11S -5 11ø S -11ø 5 -11ø )port ( p_r¡ell p_r.rell -5 8ø -5 8ø 5 -8ø 5 -8ø ¡

port_connect { oall }

I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager

meta I metal -5 llø -5 11ø 5 -11ø 5 -118
device_pel l_sc_(n) metal -5 11ø -5 11ø 5 -11ø 5 -liø
p+ enone -5 7ø -5 7ø 5 -7ø 5 -13øn+ onone -5 4ø -5 4ø S -4ø 5 -13ø
p_ue I I €none -5 8ø -5 8ø 5 -8ø 5 -8øp_guard onone -5 3ø -5 3A 5 -3ø 5 -3øn_guardenone-5ø-5ø5ø5ø
split_contact_(p) onone -5 ø -5 ø 5 ø 5 -138contact_cut enone -5 13S -5 13ø 5 -13ø 5 -13ø

meta I metal -5 4ø -5 4ø S -4ø S -4ødevice_uell_(p) metal -5 4ø -5 4ø S -4ø 5 -4øsplit_contact_(p) enone -5 ø -5 6ø 5 ø 5 B
contact_cut onone -5 6ø -5 6ø 5 -64 5 -6ø

name { p_uell_substrate_con_(n) }
size { 3Iø 32ø I
offset I 13ø 13ø 13ø 13ø )
l

object
{
function I metal_n_substrate_contact Ì

port { metal metal -5 4ø -5 4ø S -4ø 5 -4ø I

port_connect { eall }

I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager

name I n_substrate_con_(p) )
size I 17ø 18ø I
offset { 6ø 6B 6ø 6ø I
Ì

object
{
function I meta13in l

port (metal metal_l -S A -5 ø 5 ø 5B)
port-connect { eall }

lagerlmetal metal_l -5 A -5 ø 5 ø 5 øl
name {meta13in }

size ( 5ø 5ø l
offset løøøøl
)

object
f
function I polgsi I icon3in I

port fpolgsilicon polg_l -5 ø-5 B 5 A 5 øl
port_connect ( eall I

lager {polgsiliconpolg_l -5 ø-S ø 5 B 5 øl
name Í polgsi I icon3in )

size { 5ø 5ø }

offset løøøøl
l

object
{

function I n_diffusìon3in )

port { n_diffusìon diff_l -5 11ø -5 nø 5 -118 5 -118 )

port_connect { oall )
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I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager

name {

size {

offset
l

object
(

device_rell_(n) dif f_l -5 1lø -5 11ø 5 -11ø 5 -11ø
p_ue I I enone -5 88 -5 8ø 5 -8ø S -Bøp_guard enone -5 3ø -5 3ø 5 -3ø S -3øn_guardonone-5ø-585ø5øl

n_devi ce_He I l3in_(n) )

27ø 27ø I
{ 11ø 11ø 11ø 11ø }

function { p_di ffusion3in }

port I p_diffusìon d¡ff_l -5 7ø -5 7ø S -lø S -7ø I

port_connect { oall }

lager { device_uel l_(p) di ff_l -5 7ø -S 7ø S -7ø S -7ø I
I ager { p+ @none -5 3ø -5 3ø S -3ø S -38 I
lager {n+ snone -5 ø -S ø S B S øl
name ( p_device_Hell3in_(p) )
size { 13ø 19ø }

offset { 7ø 7ø 7ø 7A I
)

object
{

function I p_uel l3in )

port { p_uel I p_uel l_1 -5 8ø -5 8ø 5 -8S S -8ø I

port_connect ( øall )

laser lp_uell p_uell_l -5 8ø-5 8ø 5 -8ø S -8øllager { p_guard onone -5 3ø -5 3ø 5 -3ø 5 -3ø }
lager {n_guard enone -5 B-S ø 5 ø S øl
name { p_xel l3ìn I
size I 26ø 26ø I
offset I 8ø 8ø 8ø 8ø I
l
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NISC FILE

x/

I am¡da {108}
name {n t cmos)
sca I e {1Øì
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/*

LAYER FILE

*/

I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager
I ager

meta I

polgsi I icon
n+
p+
device,uell-(n)
dev ice_He I l-(p)
device-pel l-sc-(n)
contact_cut
n_guard
p_guard
p_ue I I

passivation
invisìble
trans i stor
sp I i t-contact-(p)
sp I i t_contact-(n)

transparent Cn
transparent CP
transparent CNP
transparent CPP
transparent CF
transparent CF
transparent CF
opaque CC
opaque CNG
opaque CPG
opaque CPIJ
opaque CG
opaque @none
opaque onone
opaque enone
opaque anone

7 øøI
2 øø2

16 ø2ø
8 øTø
4 øø4
4 øø4
4 øø4

42 ø77
44 ø77
45 ø77
46 ø77
4t 877
43 A77
ø øøø
ø øøø
ø øBø
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DRC FILE

*/

unconnec ted
t
design_rule
design_rule
design-rule
design_rule
design-rule
design_rule
design-rule
design-rule
design-rule
desìgn_rule
design_rule
design-rule
design_rule
design_rule
design_rule
design_rule
design_rule
design_rule
design_rule
design_rule
design_rule
I

connec ted
I
design_rule
design_rule
design_rule
design-rule
design_rule
design_rule
design_rule
design_rule
design_rule
design_rule
design_rule
design_rule
design_rule
design_rule
¡

meta I

polgsi I icon
polgsi I icon
polgsi I icon
polgsi I icon
n+
n+
p+
p+
con t ac t_cu t
con t ac t_cu t
p_guard

meta I

polgsi I icon
device_uel l_(n)
devìce_uel l_(p)
device_uel l_sc_(n)
device_¡el l_(n)
sp I i t_contact_(p)
device_uel l_(n)
sp I i t_contact_(p)
con tac t_cu t
trans i stor
dev ice_ue I l_(p)
device_uell_(n)
device_rell_(p)
dev ice_He I l_(p)
sp I i t_contact_(n)
device_uel l_sc_(n)
device_uel l_sc_(n)
device_uel l_sc_(n)
device_rel l_sc_(n)
device_uel l_sc_(n)

device_pel l_(n
device-uel l_(p
device_uel l_(n
device-uel l_(n
device_uel l_(n
device-uel l_(p
device_Hel l_(p
sp I i t_contact_
device_uel l_sc_

6A
5ø
4ø
4ø
4ø
4ø

ø
7ø

ø
5ø
5A
9S
7ø
7ø

17ø
ø

7ø
7ø

17ø
ø

7ø
n)
n)

4ø
4ø
4ø
4ø

ø
7ø

ø
5ø
5ø
9ø

17ø
ø

L7ø
ø

polgsi I icon
polgsi I icon
polgsi I icon
n+
n+
p+
p+
con t ac t_cu t
con t ac t_cu t
p_guard
device-uel l_(n)
device_pell-(n)
devi ce-ue I l-(p)
sp I i t-contact-(n)

dev i ce_ue I

dev ice_L¡e I

dev ice_u¡e I
-(n)
- 

(p)
_sc_(n)

device_uel l_ (n)
sp I i t_contact_(p)
device_rel l_(n)
sp I i t_contact_(p)
con tac t_cu t
trans i stor
device_¡.rell_(p)
device_rel l_(p)
sp I i t_contact_(n)
device_uel l_sc_(n)
device_uel l_sc_(n)
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